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ARTIFICIAL NAILS
TECHNIQUES

 1.GEL NAIL CONSTRUCTION WITH TIP 

Prepare the nail, cut
and file
 

1

 Cut the tip
 

 

3

 Stick the tip  in
   the nail

2

Apply a first 
layer of  cover pinkgel
and dry  in the lamp
 

5

 File the tip to make it
smooth 

 

4

Draw the french
manicure with not
building gel  and dry 
 in the lamp

 

6

 Apply a second layer
of clear gel and file  

 

7

 Apply a layer of top
coat and dry
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 ARTIFICIAL NAILS
TECHNIQUES

 2.GEL NAIL CONSTRUCTION WITH MOLD

Prepare the nail, cut
and file
 

1

 Put the mold in the  
  nail.
 

2

Apply a firt layer of 
 clear building gel
and dry in the lamp. 

3

  Apply a second
layer of cover pink
building gel with
the almond shape
of the French
manicure and dry in
the lamp.

 

4

 Apply a leyer of
withe building gel in
the end of the nail
and dry in the lamp.
 

5

  Apply a final layer
of clear building gel
and dry in the lamp.  

6

 File the nail and
apply a layer ot top
coat. 
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DEPILATION
WARM WAX WITH SPATULA 

PROCESS

 First step we have to prepare the wax warmer,
while its warming we preparate the table and work

space with bed disposable cover
 

After that we have to preparate and clean the body
area we are going to wax then we can start.

 
With a wood depressor we apply a thin layer of
wax and we put over it a cellulose strip and pull

against hair, and repeat the process on all area, if
there is still some hair after than pluck remaining

with tweezers
 

When your job is done put some after wax oil and
clean and tidy the work area.



DEPILATION
WARM WAX WITH SPATULA 

PROCESS
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CUSTOMER SERVICE 
 DIALOGUE 

 BOOTH
 

 -good morning , welcome to my salon, what whould you like ?
+i have an appointment for my manicure 

- okey tell me your name 
+ gisela

-umm, okay, let me take your jacket 
+ thanks you for your atention

- come over here
(Manicure and we go out) 

-how as it gone, you like theme
+ yes I love them 

-whould you like to take an appointment for the next month, christnars is
coming and we have lot of offers 

+ yes, i whould like to made my nails the next month for christsmars, what
offers did u have avialeable 

- we have a discount on manicuere, if u did your manicuere an also your
pedicure you’ ll have a 50% discount on the final price 

+ okey i’ll do my pedicure too
- what schedule are u avialeable?

+ i study in the morning,so I prefere in the evennings 
- so the 23 at 5 oclock? 

+perfect
- i’ll send you a message to remember to you your appointment.

+okey see you on the next appointment
- By. 

                
                                                                                                            



A2 PAPER 
 HIGIENICAL PRODUCTS  

 BOOTH
 



Marketing
Name of product : tinted serum L`Òréal

Cualitative composition: AQUA / WATER •
ISODODECANE • DIMETHICONE•
ALCOHOL DENAT.•TRIMETHYLSILOXYSILICATE•
BUTYLENE GLYCOL • PEG-10 DIMETHICONE • PERLITE•
SODIUM HYALURONATE • NYLON-12 •
ISOPROPYL LAUROYL SARCOSINATE•
DIISOPROPYLSEBACATE•DISTEARDIMONIUMHECTORITE•
HDI/TRIMETHYLOL HEXYLLACTONE CROSSPOLYMER •
BIS-PEG/PPG-14/14 DIMETHICONE • MAGNESIUM SULFATE •
SYNTHETICFLUORPHLOGOPITE•ETHYLHEXYL
HYDROXYSTEARATE•PHENOXYETHANOL•CELLULOSE•
DIPENTAERYTHRITYL
TETRAHYDROXYSTEARATE/TETRAISOSTEARATE
• SILICA SILYLATE • DISODIUM STEAROYL GLUTAMATE •
CALCIUM ALUMINUM BOROSILICATE •TOCOPHEROL•
MOROCCAN LAVA CLAY • GLYCERIN • EMPETRUM NIGRUM
FRUIT JUICE • ALUMINUM HYDROXIDE • SILICA•

Use: Apply on yor dry and cleaned skin, it gives you a
smooher and filered skin thank to  the hialuronic hacid
it has 



You will look

like a doll 

Is your skin britgless?
 

You need an mosturized skin?
 

thats your foundation!
 

it as the coverage as a
foubdation and olso the

moustur as a serum 



 An essential oil is a concentrated hydrophobic liquid containing volatile
chemical compounds from plants. Essential oils are also known as volatile
oils, ethereal oils, aetheroleum, or simply as the oil of the plant from which

they were extracted, such as oil of clove. An essential oil is "essential" in
the sense that it contains the "essence of" the plant's fragrance—the

characteristic fragrance of the plant from which it is derived.
Tea tree:  Tea tree oil, also called tea tree oil, is an essential oil derived
from the native Australian plant Malaleuca alternifolia. It is one of the

most popular components because it has antibacterial, anti-inflammatory,
antiseptic, disinfectant, antimicrobial, antiviral and antifungal properties
Azahar :  According to the evidence found to date, orange blossom has

mainly flavoring, sedative, hypnotic, antispasmodic and digestive
properties. Therefore, it has been used as a tonic and as an infusion to

relieve various discomfort
Juniper: Juniper is a medicinal plant of the species Juniperus communis,
commonly known as landscaping, cimbro, anavio, among others, whose
fruits are round and bluish or black. The fruits are also known as juniper
berries and are rich in oils such as myrcene and cineol (eucalyptus), in
addition to flavonoids and vitamin C, so they are used to treat various

health problems, especially stomach and skin conditions, inflammation
and urinary tract infections.  

                                                                                                            

ESENTIAL OILS 
 DEFINITION   

PERFUMERY 
 



ESENTIAL OILS 
 DEFINITION   

PERFUMERY 
 

Eucaliptus: Specifically, in the field of
medicine, his powers as a nasal and
respiratory decongestant are recognized.
While, in some nations it is used to
manufacture chemicals, as a powerful insect
repellent and in Australia it is associated
with the main food of tender koalas. 

Geranium: Geranium essential oil offers
multiple health benefits - mainly that of our
body and our skin - that can be attributed to
its excellent properties as a cleanser,
astringent, tonic, and for the prevention and
treatment of wrinkles. The different studies
that support these properties and their
natural origin have made geranium essential
oil one of the outstanding ingredients for
skin treatment. 

                                                                                                            



 -BUSSINES IDEA                                  
Trade name and justification: ELMAS : The word ELMAS

means diamond in Turkish, which refers to the philosophy of
the company, which is the search for rough diamonds in the
world of make-up to open the doors of this fantastic world

of work. It also resembles the word to SOUL and it is
necessary to put a lot of love and heart in this profession.      
                                                                                                            

 COMPANY
 COMPANY PROJECT

 Logo:                              

 Phrase that defines the idea: In search of rough diamonds.  



 Description of the idea:The idea consists of an agency /
academy of make-up, will be a company that wil hire at its

discretion its own team of make-up for fashion shows,
advertising campaigns, Etc. That is to say, the intermediaries

with which the big brands will be placed in
contact for the hiring of the maquiladores thus saving them
the selection process an hiring and leaving it in the hands of
a specialized company. The company will have a catalog of

make-up machines that you will go to when you need to hire
them for a job requested. And to complement this activity

the company will also have a school where courses and
classes will be offered to continue training professionals and

new promises from the world of makeup. 
 

 Competitive Advantage : It is a scarce business idea in
the industry and in Spain at the moment and facilitates the
search for employment for both makeup and companies

seeking qualified personnel Visibilizes and accommodates
make-up in the world of make-up. Facilitate the process of
hiring make-up machines to large companies in fashion,

television, cinema, fx, etc.                    
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